2020 Year Order of Omega Greek Awards Ceremony

President's Cup: PHC
President's Cup: IFC
President's Cup: NPHC

Outstanding Social Media: PHC
Outstanding Social Media: IFC
Outstanding Social Media: NPHC

Outstanding Philanthropic Event: PHC
Outstanding Philanthropic Event: IFC
Outstanding Philanthropic Event: NPHC

Outstanding Philanthropist: PHC
Outstanding Philanthropist: IFC
Outstanding Philanthropist: NPHC

Outstanding Chapter Event: PHC
Outstanding Chapter Event: IFC
Outstanding Chapter Event: NPHC

Outstanding Sisterhood: PHC
Outstanding Brotherhood: IFC
Outstanding Brotherhood: NPHC

Outstanding New Member: PHC
Outstanding New Member: IFC
Outstanding New Member: NPHC

Outstanding Advisor: PHC
Outstanding Advisor: IFC
Outstanding Advisor: NPHC

Outstanding Sorority House Corporation Member
Outstanding Fraternity House Corporation Member

Outstanding Sorority House Director
Outstanding Fraternity House Director

Outstanding Chapter President: PHC
Outstanding Chapter President: IFC
Outstanding Chapter President: NPHC

Greek Woman of the Year: PHC
Greek Man of the Year: IFC
Greek Leader of the Year: NPHC

Chi Omega
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.

Phi Mu
Sigma Phi Epsilon

Sarah Hassinger (Phi Mu)
Reid Robinson (Sigma Phi Epsilon)
Samuel Rhodes (Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc.)

Do Good Week (Delta Gamma)
Alumni Mentoring Program (Sigma Phi Epsilon)
Let’s Talk Hair (Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.)

Delta Gamma
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc.

Flora DeMoss (Delta Delta Delta)
Reese Nelson (Theta Xi)
Jalen Hinton (Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc.)

Suzette Say (Delta Zeta)
Shawn Lowe (Pi Kappa Alpha)
Raymon Lewis (Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc.)

Lana Truax (Zeta Tau Alpha)
Ben Fontana (Sigma Phi Epsilon)

Ruth Foley (Kappa Alpha Theta)
Carolyn Hooley (Sigma Chi)

Cameron Lore (Phi Mu)
Will Waguespack (Theta Xi)
Lyndsey Bromfield (Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.)

Tootie Lattier (Alpha Delta Pi)
Stone Cox (Sigma Phi Epsilon)
Devin Woodson (Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc.)
Outstanding IFC Chapter  Sigma Chi
Outstanding IFC Chapter  Sigma Phi Epsilon

Outstanding PHC Chapter  Alpha Delta Pi
Outstanding PHC Chapter  Delta Delta Delta
Outstanding PHC Chapter  Delta Gamma
Outstanding PHC Chapter  Pi Beta Phi
Outstanding PHC Chapter  Zeta Tau Alpha

Songfest Winners:
1st Place  Delta Gamma and Theta Chi
2nd Place  Delta Zeta and Sigma Nu
3rd Place  Kappa Delta and Phi Gamma Delta